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OVERVIEW
Hydrogen is often proposed as a solution to decarbonise

system that is already widely used in the EU to guarantee

the energy sector, but its sustainability highly depends on

the source of electricity is renewable.

the energy source it is obtained from. Most of the hydrogen
produced nowadays comes from dirty fossil energy sources,

The revised EU Renewable Energy Directive (2018/2001/EU)

such as gas and coal, but technologies exist to make it cleaner:

extended the scope of GOs also to hydrogen and mandated

sustainable renewable hydrogen can be obtained from

European Standard Organisations CEN/CENELEC to review

excess renewable electricity (e.g. from solar and wind) that

the standard EN 16325, which is currently under revision

would otherwise be curtailed.

to support the new provision of the Directive. Although it
will not directly contribute to the production of additional

One way to prove the renewable origin of hydrogen is via

renewable hydrogen, the GO system needs to provide

Guarantees of Origin (GOs), a credit-based chain of custody

transparent and credible information.

In order to do so, the following requirements need to be met:
		The focus of the system should be on renewably sourced hydrogen. The so-called
“Low-carbon fossil-based hydrogen” increases the risk of greenwashing and
would undermine trust. Consumers that are willing to pay more for certified
renewable energy should not be misled by “low carbon” definitions that could
hide a continued use of fossil energy sources.

		A chain of custody system that traces hydrogen production should consider
the system boundaries where hydrogen is injected. Trade of GOs should
take place only among two systems that are interlinked (for instance through
the same pipeline).

		
Information on carbon intensity and related definitions needs to be clear,
transparent and based on a scientific basis and a robust life-cycle emission
assessment.
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INTRODUCTION
Political actions for climate mitigation have been considering

see it as a way of “greening” the gas sector, through enabling

hydrogen as a solution to decarbonise energy systems

the continued use of the existing gas network (see for

including the transport and industrial sectors. Hydrogen

example Weidner et al. 2016; IRENA 2018; DISR 2019;

is not only the simplest, lightest and most plentiful

FCH 2019), fossil natural gas will still be used, bringing about

element in the universe, but also a versatile energy carrier

direct and indirect carbon emissions.

beyond its role of chemical storage of electricity, capable
of contributing to decarbonisation efforts.

Hydrogen can contribute to decarbonisation only if it is
produced from the excess renewable electricity that would

However, hydrogen use is rather far from being a clean

otherwise be curtailed, and if it is then used in highly emitting

solution. Firstly, hydrogen is not a primary energy source,

sectors where direct renewable electrification is not possible,

but an energy carrier, so it needs to be obtained from

such as long-haul transport and industrial processes.

actual energy sources. According to the International Energy
Agency in 2019, 98% of hydrogen produced globally

Such clean and renewable production of hydrogen can be

comes from dirty fossil fuels, such as natural gas and coal,

supported through transparency on how it is obtained.

and only a minimal share from renewable electricity.

Consumers need to be able to make informed decisions
on the source of hydrogen in order to be in full control of

In addition, the final use of hydrogen also determines its

which type of energy they use, renewable or fossil.

sustainability. In the transport sector, for instance, hydrogen
can be used directly in fuel cells, or indirectly in the form

This information can be provided, for instance, via certification

of synthetic fuels. The latter requires very energy-intensive

and supporting chain of custody such as the credit-based

processes, as well as chemical compounds, the most

chain of custody system of Guarantees of Origin (GO), widely

common of which is CO2. As a result, through carbon capture,

used to guarantee the source of electricity is renewable in

storage and utilisation (CCU) emissions are produced rather

the EU, using a system associated to generated electric power.

than offset.
This paper discusses the potential, limitations and challenges
Finally, it is yet to be determined whether hydrogen

of the GO system in relation to hydrogen.

contributes to decarbonisation when it is blended with
natural gas, such as methane. While its proponents
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Tracing the untraceable?

GUARANTEES OF ORIGIN
FOR ENERGY CARRIERS

Chain of custody refers to the mechanisms used to trace

a set of characteristics generates a certificate (ISEAL 2016).

the origin of products and pass on this information along

This certificate can then be traded and associated with

the supply chain.

another volume of the product and then cancelled once it is
sold. This is how the creation of a market for the qualitative

By applying a chain of custody system, the input and output

attributes of the product takes place, and each user can

linked to a certain value chain can be traced. Depending

claim that their product is covered by the certificate.

on the chain of custody model claims on origin, it is possible
to quantify the associated impacts of the products.

In Europe, this chain of custody model is typically used to
certify the source of electric power and the issued certificates

One model used for chain of custody is certificate trading,

are often referred to as Guarantees of Origin (GO).

where the production of a certain volume of product with

The following graph demonstrates how the system of GO works:
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The system of GOs for renewable electricity was introduced

system in a renewable generation site, and once purchased,

in the EU with the Directive on the Promotion of Electricity

the GO is considered used-up (“cancelled” 1), in order to

from Renewable Energy Sources (2001/77/EC), and was

avoid double-counting. Nevertheless, GOs are used within

subsequently kept and further developed in the Renewable

labelling schemes as verification of origin and guarantees

Energy Directive of 2009 and in its recast. The role of the GO

to ensure correct issuing and cancellation (see for example

is simply to show the customer that a given share of energy

Umweltbundesamt 2019).

was produced from renewable sources, and should not
be mistaken for an eco-label, which is a labelling scheme

It is worth mentioning that, in the context of the new RED,

including sustainability criteria. While eco-labels include

GOs cannot be used by Member States to show compliance

criteria on regulations on production sites, input materials

with their renewable energy targets, including targets for

and aspects linked to resource efficiency, the GO simply

transport fuels (Art. 27 and 30). Such compliance follows

ensures that a product is associated with a specific production

the mass balance chain of custody system.

1
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“ Cancellation is the physical ‘use’ of a GO certificate and the method of allocating the attributes of that electricity to a single end-user. Cancelling a GO is the only
way to remove a GO from the market and redeem its benefits. Cancelling ensures that the certificate will not be traded, given, sold, or used by another end-user.
End-consumers will most often purchase GOs with the intent of eventually cancelling it as opposed to selling it again for another end-user to cancel.”, RECS
International glossary, https://www.recs.org/glossary.

The challenges of a certification scheme

FOR HYDROGEN ORIGIN

A number of initiatives have recently also been tested for

This standard only covers electricity at the moment, but

hydrogen (see the box below). The renewed RED expanded

standardisation organisations CEN and CENELEC are working

the provision of GOs to gas, including hydrogen (Art. 19).

to update and extend it to other energy carriers, including

It also indicates that Member States must ensure that the

hydrogen. The goal is to develop a method to trace the

requirements they impose in their GO systems comply with

hydrogen molecule once it is injected in the grid, in the

the standard EN 16325 “Guarantees of Origin for Electricity”.

same way as in the case of renewable electricity.

An example of hydrogen certification in Europe
The CertifHy project and certification scheme for hydrogen (CertifHy 2019b; CertifHy 2020) targets the climate aspects
linked to production and processing of hydrogen. It also includes options for certification of hydrogen based on fossil
energy sources associated with carbon capture and storage (CCS) to reduce the life cycle carbon footprint. There are
no environmental criteria and thus the scheme does not certify sustainability per se. Still, the EU framework also
focuses on climate efficiency and not on ensuring a full set of environmental criteria for the sourcing, processing and
transporting of energy carriers.
The CertifHy certification scheme is based on a GO system that provides chain of custody information. The certification
scheme identifies two different product categories:
 Hydrogen based on renewable input. This product will be made from renewable sources and operated on renewable
energy/electricity.
 Hydrogen based on fossil input, but with low associated carbon emission. In order to achieve this, carbon capture
and storage (CCS) will be applied to reduce the associated emissions, generated to achieve a pure hydrogen product.
The use of CCS technology will reduce the release of fossil carbon to the atmosphere, but the approach fails to account
for the resulting emissions: every step of CCS bears the risk of CO2 leakage to the atmosphere and/or to the aquifers.

Besides, there is no experience with long-term storage of CO2. Finally, the CCS process is highly costly and inefficient.

As pointed out by the EEA (2011), CCS technologies will require approximately 15 – 25 % energy for the process, so

the plants using CCS will require more fuel than conventional plants. The inclusion of non-renewable hydrogen, be it
from steam reforming or fossil-power plants using CCS, drives a continuing reliance on fossil energy supply chains,
which are associated with risks of leakage, for instance of methane.
While a certification scheme for a renewable energy carrier will support the transition towards a fossil-free energy
sector, the certification of low-carbon fossil-based hydrogen may steer investments away from renewable and resource
efficient solutions, and prolong the transition period – which hydrogen is supposed to support. The risk of greenwashing
is substantial, and the use of fossil resources remains problematic.

The GO system itself presents several challenges, which

	For example, a plant producing hydrogen from fossil gas

inevitably apply when the system is used to guarantee

can purchase GOs from a site of hydrogen production

hydrogen origins:

that uses solar panels, and on this basis claim that that
the energy produced is renewable.

1.	Buying a renewable hydrogen GO is not synonymous
with buying renewable hydrogen
	One of the main criticisms of a credit-based chain of
custody system is that it disassociates the GO’s claim
from the physical product. This means that an electricity
producer using fossil fuels can still purchase GOs and
then claim that the energy they sell is renewable.

	This problem could be solved if GOs associated with
hydrogen were only to be traded within a specific closed
system (e.g. connected pipelines), and not between two
systems that are not interlinked. This way, in the example
above, the GOs generated in an isolated system could
not be traded outside of it. This would be similar to the
electricity GOs, which are all part of the same electric grid.
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2.	Cancellation of GOs and avoided double-counting
	Any credible GO system should ensure that issuing and
cancellation of the GOs are done in a systematic and

3.	Buying a renewable hydrogen GO does not create
additional production capacity
	Another challenge in the GO system is that it does not

transparent way in order to avoid double-counting. In

bring about positive changes to the production system

the case of GOs for electricity, a competent body issues

per se. In fact, the certified renewable energy bought
by suppliers would have been produced even without
the GOs. In other words, even if consumers are willing
to pay more for energy that is renewable, it does
not necessarily follow that suppliers would reinvest this
extra profit in additional renewable production.

the GOs according to the protocol of issuing, transfer and
cancellation 2, and supervises the trade of those GOs
on the national and/or international market according
to the protocol rules. Once sold, the amount of energy
linked to the certificates is “cancelled” from the system,
so as to ensure the same amount of energy produced is
sold only once as renewable and is not double-counted.
	Despite the fact that such a system avoids double-counting,

	Consequently, GOs for renewable hydrogen need to
ensure that additionality is well addressed, by, for
instance, limiting GOs to new capacity only (“GOnew”)

there is still a lack of transparency linked to the power

or to plants that do not receive any kind of support

production. A country’s energy disclosure is different from

or whose renewable electricity would otherwise be

its actual produced energy mix, as it takes trading of

curtailed (“GOplus”) 4.

GOs into consideration. Disclosure mechanisms calculate
the so-called “residual mix”, meaning the volume in the
energy mix that is not guaranteed by a GO. For example,
Norwegian power generation in 2018 amounted to 147 TWh,
98% of which came from renewable energy sources.
However, due to the high volume of GOs sold, the residual

mix of Norway was mainly composed of fossil (58%) and
nuclear energy (33%), while only containing 9% of renewable
power (NVE 2019).
	This leads to a confusing and misleading situation where
consumers are not aware whether their renewable
energy comes from the actual production mix of their
country or from the GO trading. A country could in fact
claim that their energy mix is renewable, without
clarifying whether they refer to the actual produced
energy mix or to their residual mix. The challenge with
the residual mix is that consumers will be indirectly
affected by the trading of GOs – as soon as one GO is
issued, the residual mix changes and while the market

	Another solution could be offered by labels linked
to GOs: a labelled product provides the opportunity for
users to claim the use of renewable product in their
production and hence reduce the associated climate
footprint. Existing eco-labels for electricity can provide
stimulation for increased renewable generation
capacity and, in some eco-label schemes, funding
mechanisms to support new generation capacity are
also included.
	Eco-labels do allow users to choose the source of electricity,
provide opportunities for companies to strengthen
their environmental profile and realise commitment on
the reduction of climate footprint. Any voluntary labelling
scheme of green hydrogen could possibly work in a
similar way in terms of stimulation on the market. Still,
national support mechanisms to increase renewable
energy shares, such as feed-in tariffs and green certificates,
are much stronger instruments.

of the GOs is relatively well controlled, there is less
direct control of the residual mix 3.
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2

E
 uropean Energy Certificate System (EECS), https://www.aib-net.org/eecs.

3

T he residual mix for Europe is calculated by Association of Issuing Bodies (see AIB 2020). Countries may provide details linked to their own residual mix which
should be presented towards the customers according to the new RED.

4

International Council for Clean Transportation, Consultant report: What does it mean to be a renewable electron?, 2019.

CONCLUSIONS

and recommendations

Providing the market with a certification scheme for hydrogen

in an effective and ambitious way. Considering that the new

based on renewable sources can support further development

RED is being transposed by Member States and guidance

of the hydrogen sector and enable actors to opt for a more

on how to apply GOs will be determined by EN 16325,

sustainable production.

the following considerations need to be taken into account
to improve the system’s credibility:

However, the system is not yet mature, and it is not
clear whether it could support energy decarbonisation

	The focus of the system should be on renewably sourced hydrogen. Low-carbon fossilbased hydrogen is not renewable and, worse still, increases the risk of green-washing.
Consumers willing to pay more for certified renewable energy should not be misled by
“low carbon” definitions that could hide a continued use of fossil energy sources.
	A chain of custody system that traces hydrogen production should consider the system
boundaries where hydrogen is injected. Trade of GOs should take place only among
systems that are interlinked (for instance through the same pipeline).
Information on carbon intensity and related definitions need to be clear, transparent
and based on a scientific evidence and a robust life cycle emission assessment.
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